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The Editors’ Note 

Communication 

The Editorial Board team of the Heritage School is back with the three month long edition of our 
Newsletter. This time, we are featuring communication. A skill the Heritans in the past three months 
experienced extreme change in. Most of our juniors cracked their shells and came into the world of 
achievements. Along with regular events, we witnessed the Investiture’s ceremony- an event where we 
proudly declared the student council of session 2019-20! Not to mention, several workshops which 
opened the doors of choice for our seniors. Not only that, it we also have included several awesome 
write ups from our students which are sure to leave you amazed! We came past our shy and 
uncomfortable personalities and achieved awards through our communication skills… thus, it can be 
seen, that the caterpillar finally became a butterfly… We have included what we think represents 
Heritage the best- the effort, the determination, the anticipation and the victories… So sit back and 
enjoy the three month period of a Heritan's life! 

Let the craze prevail! 

 

 

Chief Editors (standing left-right): Rishita Pamecha, Shradhya Verma (IX-B) 

Editors (left-right): Akshita Sehrawat (VIII-B), Nikhil Arora (VIII-A), Akshdeep Singh (IX-A), Salman 

Shafi Khan (IX-B) 

 

 

 



Fields of Achievements 

XMUN 

The XMUN, held at The Heritage Experiential Learning School was without a doubt one of the most 
highly rated MUNs in Delhi NCR. With adroitness and spirited thoughts, we brisk through the journey 
with hopes which were as high as the sky itself, and we can testify to the fact that the organizers met 
our expectations to the best of their abilities thereby making our experience indelible and for keeps. The 
XMUN provided us with a platform to deliberate, discuss and debate upon historic events which were 
commemorated through generations will be evoked by generations ahead. The XMUN also provided us 
with an opportunity to explore beyond our boundaries, interact with complete strangers and cite 
neutral ground with them.  
The XMUN gave all the participants a juncture to research about various trending topics such as the 
‘Issue of Human Trafficking in the world’ and present a challenging yet a promising debate upon it. The 
XMUN definitely saw a plethora of bright and proficient MUNers that kept the participants grueling 
throughout the competition. Few participants from our school The Heritage School, Vasant Kunj won 
awards and accolades at the XMUN for their brilliant performances. We all are definitely looking forward 
to more such intriguing conferences and endearing experience in the future! 
 
Winners from our school: 
Vibhuti Mishra XI- Special Mention 
Ananya Singh XII- Special Mention  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

-Agrim Kukreja (XI-B) 
 

 

 

 

 



Sports Tournaments 

The students of the Heritage School, despite their ever-present busy schedules participated in several 

sports competitions, with the school as supporting as a backbone. Physical Education at Heritage is given 

great importance because of the benefit it reaps. The students have shown their calibre, time and again 

by participating in challenges like this. The utmost priority for us, is participating and trying, but our 

students have exceeded them and have won several awards as fruits of their hard work. The following 

are the tournaments held and the achievements of the students participating in them. 

1. Zonal Table Tennis Tournament (Held at Bhatnagar International School on 3rd August and 6th 

August 2019) 

2nd position- Junior girls 

• Rishita Pamecha- 9th  

• Devina Narang -11th  

2nd position- Senior girls 

• Srishti Rana- 10th  

• Tenzing- 10th  

3rd position- Sub-Junior girls 

• Krisha Arora- 9th  

• Myra- 7th  

3rd position- Mini Boys’ category 

• Snehal Talwar- 5th  

• Satvik- 5th   

• Pranjal- 4th  

 

2. Zonal Lawn Tennis Tournament (Held at Vasant Valley School from 30th July to 1st August 2019) 

3rd position- Sub-Junior girls’ category 

• Saanvi Garg- 8th  

• Krisha Arora- 9th  

• Chitwan Aggarwal- 9th  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

3. Zonal Basketball Tournament (Held from 9th August to 13th August 2019) 

4th position in junior girls’ category) 

• Khushi Wadhawan- 11th  

• Tvisha Singh- 10th  

• Ameya- 10th  

• Nandini Sharma- 9th  

• Jia Ambawata- 10th  

• Puja Sharma- 9th  

• Manya- 11th  

 

4. Zonal Football Tournament (Held at Army Public School, Delhi Cantt on 16th August 2019) 

• Sub Junior boys’ football team- Won the Quarter Final match and qualified for the semi-

final round. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-Shradhya Verma (IX-B), Akshita Sehrawat (VIII-B) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



School Events 

Mergenture 

Mergenture was a commerce-psychology based fest; an initiative by grade 12. The rest was a two-day 
affair wherein a variety of games and activities were organized for different groups of children.  
This fest Incorporated students from grade 6 to grade 12.   
 
DAY 1:  
1. Auction: this game was a miniature version of an auction where the participant had to sell a product 
which was provided on the spot using marketing skills to persuade the audience/judges. 
2. Brand Tambola: ' Tambola with a commercial twist'. In this game, brand/company symbols and/or 
named were used instead of numbers and was played exactly the same way as the usual game.  
3. Kitchen Nightmares: this activity involved two teams which worked towards the same goal of creating 
a product while a moderating figure kept giving them feedback to keep them engrossed.  
4. Situational debate: students in a group were appointed as junior board of directors; they were 
provided with adverse situations for which they had to brainstorm and come up with a resolution to get 
their company floating.  
5. Shark tank: junior entrepreneurs were asked to come up with a revolutionary product/service, they 
were grilled by the examiners on the basis of their business critically as well as positively.  
6. Presentations by psychology students of grade 12: this was an ongoing activity wherein different 
classes came and visited different stations which were related to commerce and psychology. E.g. 
optimism, happiness etc. 
 
DAY 2: (This event was for grade 6-8) 
1. Giant Monopoly: this was a very engaging game which caught everybody's attention. It was basically a 
larger, real life version of the board game ' Monopoly'.  
2. Logo Larks and jingles:  it was a simple and a fun game wherein children were divided into groups and 
each group was provided with a logo for which they had to make a jingle and twist the logo. This game 
was thoroughly enjoyed by children and it helped them polish their team work skills, presentation skills 
and also their thinking skills.  
 
Overall it was a successful event with proper arrangements and execution in time. (More importantly 
the students learnt a lot through these activities and g  ames). Grade 12 pulled it off really well. 

 

 



Investiture Ceremony 

‘Leadership is the capacity to translate vision into reality.’ —Warren Bennis 

The Investiture Ceremony of Heritage School, Vasant Kunj for the academic session 2019-2020 was held 
in a special assembly at the school amphitheatre on 19th July with a lot of earnestness and passion. 
The Investiture ceremony signifies the reliance and confidence that the school consigns in the newly 
invested badge bearers. Donning the mantle of accountability, the students pledged to bestow their 
duties to the best of their abilities. We believe that the child centric approach will frame a responsible 
citizen of tomorrow.  
The ceremony was held with lots of zeal and zest. Students were conferred with badges by the former 
council members. The students’ council took the pledge to hold the values of Loyalty, Truth and Honour 
in high esteem. Ms. Aditi Agrawal and our Principal Mrs. Sunita Swaraj exhorted them to uphold the 
values. The function concluded with the National Anthem. 
  
 

 

  



THSVK- Intra MUN’19 

 

The ‘Model United Nations’ is like a miniature version of the UN (United Nations). Rather than having 
teams that are for a motion and against a motion, it is about collaborative work in order to find solutions 
to the most pressing problems faced by people around the world at present. There are different 
committees to tackle with different problems, such as AIPPM [All India Political Parties Meet], UNICEF 
[United Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund] and UNHRC [United Nation Human Rights 
Council]; with the International Press (IP) to record and report the happenings of the committee, 
continuously click pictures and create hilarious caricatures of our discussions. It was a two-day event 
that helped me enhance my speaking skills, helped me build confidence to speak in front of an audience 
and also gave me an exposure of how an actual UN conference takes place. The two days were fun filled 
as it was an opportunity for the senior school students to get to know their juniors and for the junior 
students to get to know their seniors. A genius once said “Time flies but memories last forever”, and it is 
so true. The two days passed in debating, discussing, giving GSLs and forming the draft resolutions but, 
what stayed with us were the happy memories we made and the learning we took back home. 

All of us were nervous before the event, patiently waiting for our turns to give our GSLs and MOD 
discussions. The funny thing is that all our fellow delegates were from our school yet, we were nervous. 
Our executive board members in all the committees were very friendly and made us all feel 
comfortable. We created a bond with each of them, which we will cherish. For all the beginners, it 
definitely was the Best-First MUN. By the end of the event, each of us went out of our committees with 
a special experience and a smile on our faces. It felt as if we had achieved our target. The MUN was 
indeed a learning experience. But all the credit goes to our amazing Organizing Committee members, 
who gave up their weekends and stayed back to manage this wonderful event. Be it the logistics, or the 
food, or even our delegate ID cards; their effort is commendable. Yet another team to bag our respect is 
the IP, who tirelessly wrote articles, clicked pictures and made caricatures which had us rolling over in 
laughter. ‘The Resolution’, their magazine, was a work of art which explained and elaborated the  
THSVK MUN.  

Ultimately, it was simply priceless, to see the anxious, jittery and “OH GOD- just do it already!” 
expressions on all of the faces of the participants during the award giving ceremony. What followed, 
was, the participants bagging their prizes, with winning grins on their faces. The following is the list of 
our winners! 

UNHRC- 

Best Delegate: Khushi Jindal 10th B 
High Commendation: Rishita Pamecha 9th B  
Special Mentions: Shradhya Verma 9thB 
                                 Agrim Kukreja 11th B  
                                 Akshita Sehrawat 8th B  

AIPPM- 

Best Delegate: Seher Kaur Sethi 10th C 
High Commendation: Khushi Wadhawan 11th B  
Special Mentions: Raghav Madnani 11th A 
                                 Santhusht Arora 11th A 
                                 Ishaan Malhotra 11th A 

UNICEF 



Best Delegate: Pranay Krishna 10th B 
High Commendation: Parineet Singh 8th A 
Special Mention: Ishit Kochar 12th  
                               Diva Sobti 8th C 
                               Tavishi Panda 10th A 

IP- 

Best Photographer: Rishab Rizvi 10th A  
Best Caricaturist: Rhea Gupta 10th C 
Best Reporter: Adrija Chakraborty 10th A 

-Akshita Sehrawat(VIII-B), Shradhya Verma (IX-B) 
 

 



The Primary colours 

Maths at Pre-school 

The parents of class Preschool experienced happy and meaningful learning moments at the Maths 
workshop conducted by the teachers of Preschool. The objective of the workshop was to give a 
microscopic view of realistic mathematical concepts done throughout the year using Jodogyan pedagogy 
to bring numbers alive in the class.  
Parents were deeply engaged while doing the Train activity, ducking activity and they were thrilled to 
participate in the activity ‘Gudiya ki Dawat ‘. Thanks to all the parents for sparing time to be a part of 
their child's learning journey. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Pre-Primary mathematics orientation 

Mathematics orientation was conducted for parents of Grade Pre-Primary on 05.07.19. Through this 

orientation parents got a glimpse of what the learners do in class. It was emphasized that Mathematics 

should be related to real life experiences rather than symbols. For Pre-Primary learners, it is essential to 

develop their fine and gross motor skills through various meaningful and enriching activities. 

Experiential learning not only caters to one aspect of learning but it helps in holistic development of the 

child. It was an interactive session where parents were happily involved in doing the activities. It was a 

fun and fruitful season. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Grade 1 maths orientation 

A session on mathematics was taken by teachers to bring awareness about the pedagogical practices. 
The workshop gave a peep inside the math classroom of grade 1. A demo was conducted for a few 
activities to be done throughout the year to give a better insight. Through the workshop, it was stressed 
that math should be related with the learner's life rather than symbols in isolation. Learners should be 
given hands on experience along with a context which they can relate with. The stories taken up in math 
classrooms are designed in a way that develops social emotional skills. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Grade 2 parents’ orientation 

For Common Understanding on Mathematics Learning in Grade II, a demo classroom for Parents was 
organized. The main highlights of the session were briefing about the content and pedagogy of 
Mathematics. Objective was to ensure that Parents and the School are on a common page to make 
learning of mathematics, joyful and meaningful activity for the learners. CPA approach (Concrete to 
Pictorial to Abstract) was shared. The interactive session had rich experience of various activities 
strengthening the Number Sense and various aspects of the Subject. Parents participated very 
enthusiastically. Thank you to all the parents who attended the Session and supported us to work better 
for the learners. 

 

 

 



The Mirrors Called Children 

“Children are mirrors, they reflect back to us all we say and do” - Pam Leo 

Every individual love doing the things that excite them, that enrich them with happiness. When it comes 
to children excitement and happiness is at its peak. On a fine morning, we decided to do an activity with 
the children of grade 3, from their almanac. As expected, they were eager to note down the things that 
excite them and also the things that slow them down. They connected their emotions and feelings with 
family, school and friends. The outcomes of the activity can be regarded as reflections of the child’s 
thought processes and its underlying linkages to the most crucial aspects of childhood like school, family 
and friends. As facilitators in the class these reflections will definitely help us understand and address 
each and every child individually and facilitate them in the process of learning and in bringing out the 
best among them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Creative Minds at work 

  ‘An artist cannot fail; it is a success to be one.’ – Charles Horton Cooley 

In the following activity, the students were given a sheet of paper with a half drawn fish and were told 
to tickle their minds and draw something to complete the image. However, to increase the complexity, 
they were asked to draw anything other than fish. This activity verily moved the students to express 
their creativity. This activity proved that every child is an artist, as students showcased their creative 
skills through drawing and colouring and came up with an amazing art work. Each of these drawings was 
done so beautifully and diligently by the children, it was a treat to the eyes. It was tantalizing to see how 

students came up with such creative drawings. Students shined in exhibiting their skills of creative 
presentation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Junior Reading Programme 

Every day children go to the junior reading room with immense enthusiasm. They love listening 
to stories and have lots of questions about the characters, the plot, the setting and the ending. 
They love to read and explore different genres in books. A simple happy ending does wonders 
for their curiosity. The various activities that are planned around stories also make reading time 
more fun for the young readers. The Heritage School encourages this attitude; thus, we have 
students reading and exploring all types of genres and themes. This enhances their vocabulary, 
understanding and piques their curiosities and develops their interest in reading. This tradition 
in the heritage school has been followed since a long time and many seniors can be seen, 
remembering their days in the junior library, often. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Assemblies 

Grade 8 assembly 

TOPIC—NELSON MANDELA 

As well said by Nelson Mandela, Poverty is not an accident. Like slavery and apartheid, it is man-made 
and can be removed by the actions of human beings. 

 

As a step towards inspiring, educating and motivating children the act against discrimination, exclusion 
and socio- economic vulnerability was to project a strong influence on our school values and beliefs by a 
special assembly held on 29th July 2019 by the learners of Grade 8. 
  

Their aim as Heritans was to emphasise on our school dharma i.e. ‘Inclusion’ and inculcate a sense of 
belongingness amongst ourselves. 
The learners were inspired to do their best and follow his words. 
Nelson Mandela has shown us that little voices can become big voices and as a result each child got 
involved in pre work: 

1. A vibrant backdrop was created to spread the subject theme and student made customised 
badges were distributed to the staff to spread the spirit of inclusion. 

2. The strong sense of Teamwork was involved in creating banners which then were placed in the 
school premises. 

 

 

 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The assembly followed a sequence which projected the vision of a fairer world by The Miming act. They 
also showcased a dance performance depicting sorrow and pain and were concluded with a 
rejuvenating instrumental music performance highlighting the essence of value driven society. 

  
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Grade 9-A Assembly 

Class 9 A had their assembly on "International Day of World's Indigenous People" on the 6th of august. 

The students portrayed the diverse ethnic groups in existence vocally, symbolically and poetically with 

the goal to draw attention to the critical loss of indigenous cultures and the urgent need to preserve, 

revitalize and promote them at a school level. It culminated in a melodious song by one of the students. 

 

 

 

 



Grade 9-B Assembly 

Once Upon A Time…There Was Humanity. 

 “You must not lose faith in humanity. Humanity is like an ocean; if a few drops of the ocean are dirty, 

the entire ocean does not become dirty.” These were the wise words of Mahatma Gandhi that echoed 

throughout the school on the dazzling morning of 16th August.  

From powerful melodies to impeccable speeches, Class 9 B surely knew how to put up a fantastic show. 

They reminded us that kindness is the language we should be fluent in, in a world full of endless despair 

and suffering. They reminded us that we think too much and feel too little. And lastly, they reminded us 

that more than machinery, we need humanity and more than cleverness, we need warm-heartedness 

and gentleness.  

The world is a broken place and it seems to us that humanity is lost because people have abandoned 

using their conscience as their compass. However, not all hope has gone astray. The students brought 

attention to an extremely vital solution to most of our global issues: the show of gratitude.  Love is the 

only way to rescue humanity from all ills and it is high time we lift the ones around us rather than pulling 

each other down to come out on top. After all, who are we as human beings if we ignore the sufferings 

of others?  

-Ishita Jain (X-A) 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Workshops 

 

CENTRAL INDUCTION 2019 

Teaching and learning go hand in hand and learning together in collaboration leads to the golden path of 
success. The entire four days’ workshop was mind-enriching and we as a team emerged out with a 
perfect halo. The first day began with an introduction game wherein every teacher associated 
themselves with an adjective and an action followed by circle time where we all sang rhymes and 
prayers. Day one was fun-filled with loads of games and activities where we all developed a bond and 
trust amongst each other. The major highlights from day one are: the ball game, rope activity, Jenga 
activity and rappelling. After each activity we had to reflect our thoughts wherein all shared our 
individual strengths and struggles.  

Day two began with a guided meditation which helped relax and refresh our minds enabling it to focus 
throughout the day. We had been able to understand the importance of team spirit and joys of giving 
through the broken square activity. Next was the most enthralling session with Rohit sir who helped us 
understand our own self better through the MBTI test. We all got to see a hidden self and were able to 
connect with our mind and soul. Post lunch we were all taken back to our memories where we recalled 
our hard times in life, crossed the line of Judgement together with people who shared similar emotions, 
let our deepest and sad truth to flow out through our tears which made us all feel lighter than ever 
before. Later we all reflected on how we can be the healers so that we can make the present 
environment conducive and create a platform where there is no discrimination or judgement based on 
what we are and how we want to be. We emerged out with a clear conscience of self-actualisation and 
let out all our dreams since childhood on the sketch of our body figures through painting colours. The 
surprise activity of trust came to us as an energiser in the end where we walked on burning coal and 
gave away all our inhibitions.  

Day three was again very intense since we all had already reached a state of mind where-in we started 
to believe in the unconventional root. We started with a circle of trust and moved on to share our 
reflections on the six great Dharmas of the Heritage. We worked on team building spirit through clock 
buddy activity. We shared the seven norms of collaboration, enjoyed the poem- 1000 languages, came 
across the magical eight words through a card game. We came to an end where we all sang and enjoyed 
the Sufi night collaborated by the Mystic team.  

Gradually we all moved towards the end of the induction program on day four where we began with an 
energetic circle time. We shared our key takeaway from the four days’ workshop. We discussed about 
our school days, recalled our teachers who left an impact on us. We discussed the role of teachers and 
their daily platter. At the end of the day we were really happy souls with a clear vision in life.  

We would really want to thank The Heritage Team and Management for giving us such a platform where 
we could meet ourselves, give wings to our dreams, leave behind the bags of sorrows and add on to our 
experiences. We would also extend our warm wishes to Yakshi Ma’am, Vaishali ma’am and all our 
mentors who helped us weave positivity. 

 
English Faculty 

 

 

 



REPORT OF GRADE VI-B’s SESSION WITH DR. V.S. RAVINDRAN 

Highlights of the session 

• Dr. Ravindran visited Grade 6-B on 14th august, Wednesday, to talk about Study Habits and the 

ideal attention which should be given to them. He was greeted by an air of understanding and 

curiosity.  

• After setting the norms on behaviour expected during the session, Dr. Ravindran started 

exploring the primary study behaviour and prerequisites with the learners. 

• The class exceeded expectations in maintaining ground rules throughout the session and were a 

group of attentive, curious and expressive learners. 

• The session started with an emphasis on sitting behaviour, the right time to develop capabilities 

of listening and learning to be a good learner.  

• Students discussed and shared their personal views and their parents’ views on distraction, 

modes of distraction (T.V-regulated time to view); technology (regulated use of the same).  

• Physical consequences affecting the spine and pupil was discussed for their wellbeing including 

good nutrition and developing good habits. Effective study habits were outlined sequentially for 

students inclusive of the following points: 

✓ A Fixed Place for Study (Not the bed) 

✓ Comfortable Table and Chair (Right height inclusive of hand rest) 

✓ Clean Study Table (No Clutter)  

✓ Good Air Circulation 

✓ Good Lighting 

✓ Full Attendance 

✓ Good Nutrition 

✓ Daily/ Regular Physical Activity 

• Learners were sensitized to develop strong self-study tactics and were encouraged to develop 

their own cognitive abilities than relying on external methods. They were made aware of the 

function of the brain, the process of memory, ways to fight forgetting inclusive of daily revision 

or review of subject matter at home within 24 hours. 

• The learners could relate to the content of the session and were keen to work on their study 

skills. 

 

SESSION OF ADOLESCENT EDUCATION WITH PARENTS OF GRADE 7 with DR. V.S. RAVINDRAN  
 

Highlights of the session 

The session started with a general inquiry about the children’s response to the adolescent education 
workshop conducted during the week at school. Boys and Girls were addressed separately in two 
different groups to sensitize them on the changes that take place during adolescence. The parents were 
sharing some queries that came their way on sexually transmitted diseases, the idea of good and bad 
touch, and an awareness on the issues faced within society. They also spoke about drugs, how parents 
can identify the use of the same by their children, the official route to help their children through 
rehabilitation programmes in serious cases. Dr. Ravindran highlighted the emphasis of the norms 
followed by schools, the government and legal authorities introduced with the term of the POCSO Act 
(Protection of Children Against Sexual Offences Act) -2012.  

He narrated a few episodes and incidents that have taken place in India which have led to serious 
consequences elaborating on the rationale behind introducing children to the concept of sexual abuse at 



this juncture in life. Taking into account the best interests of the child, citing research based and 
evidence led measures taken up for their children’s’ safety, parents were apprised on the social norms of 
contemporary times, the mindset children possess and how parents can adapt their responses to align 
with the children. A message of caution, safety, security, biological, emotional and social repercussions 
of adolescence, their identities, and sexuality were shared. Parents engaged with deep concerns 
regarding how best they can safeguard their children’s’ wellbeing in a question and answer round which 
concluded the session.  

 

 

         

ADOLESCENTS WORKSHOP WITH GRADE VII Led by Dr. V.S RAVINDRAN 

Venue: CHEMISTRY LABORATORY 
Time: 10.30 AM- 12 PM 
Attendee grade: VII Girls (VII A, VII B, VII C)  

Highlights of the session 

• The session started with a brief introduction about the phase of adolescence and the 
onset of changes that take place on a physical, mental and emotional level for girls. 

• The girls were made aware of their changing habit patterns, likes and dislikes, formation 
of new choices, independence and about the forces of attraction and repulsion. 

• Furthermore, the girls were sensitized about Sexuality from a social, psychological and 
biological perspective; helping them to understand pregnancy, sexual diseases, 
maturation of their bodies and the growth that takes place emotionally in conjunction with 
the above-mentioned markers. 

• A question and answer round concluded the session wherein general myths and 
misconceptions about the concept were addressed by Dr. V. S Ravindran to help the 
adolescent girls gain the right information needed to feel comfortable with the phase of 
life being experienced by them first-hand. 

 

 

 

 

 



From the Students 

Fleeing from the Nazis 
 
They were coming, 
A morbid group, first in the shadows 
And then raining fire. 
 
It was hell on earth, 
Oh, who would have thought? 
Teaching to blame the bent nose of a few. 
 
Flushing out, pushing down 
The crowd. 
Without shedding blood 
Drove them to the corner 
And silently stopped their breath. 
 
Poison's in the air 
Hope was just a word 
Drowning in the red flags 
And hiding didn't help at all 
They have come, you are next. 

- Adrija Chakraborty (X-A) 
 
 

Summer Vacations 

 
Summer Vacations are the best time to relax and enjoy with everyone. Every year children and students 
wait for their summer vacations to start so that they can get rid of their School and their studies for a 
short while. Schools and Colleges remain close because of the high temperature during this season. 
Summer vacations get started just after the student’s annual exam gets over. In India exams mostly start 
in the Month of April and end in the month of June. Summer Vacation becomes the fun time for 
students which begin with the ringing of the last bell in the school. Summer vacation is the happiest time 
for all the students as they get a pretty long break from school and their studies. This is the time when 
students get entertained by going to different places of their interest. Teachers also give certain 
assignments to the students for the vacation so that they are not totally away from learning. With fun, 
there should also be Studies. These assignments had to be submitted when the school reopens which 
consists of Fun Games. 

 
Some people go to their hometown, some meet their old and childhood friends, or some take admission 
to get training in their interested areas of curiosity and learning. This helps them to enhance their skills, 
enhance their general knowledge, get time for project work of the school, etc. Skating is also an 
interesting thing to learn. This helps children to learn how to make body balance. Besides Skating 
swimming, running, Karate, etc. are all the other things to learn which will help the student in the 
future. 

 
Summer vacation is not a just holiday for kids but it is a time where students love enjoying different 
kinds of stuff. It can include like exploring many new places, trying out different hobbies, exploring self’s 



potential. It totally depends on the parents how they teach their children different things and how much 
freedom they give. 

 
There should be at least one sport that the student should develop as a hobby. This will help when the 
child is grown up. This will help in the mental stability when the child is in stress. 

 
Students shouldn’t spend their summer vacation indoor by watching television, in fact, they should go to 
some of the summer camps. Summer camps provide a great opportunity to the children to explore 
many new things, to showcase their inner talents, go on an adventure, to learn things that are not in the 
textbooks. Summer camps help students to be with nature, Climb Mountains. They also teach students 
some basic home applying things like cooking, camping, crafts, art, creativity, etc. These skills are 
required for developing an all-rounder personality. 

-Nikhil (VIII-A) 

I’m never Alone, I’m just Lonely 
‘cause Loneliness is Always with Me. 

Spending nights with my pillow 
Soaking it with tears and sorrow 
Staring at myself for hours 
Trying to heal all the invisible scars 
Letting my heart cry out 
Silencing my unheard shout 
Hiding the tears behind my eyes 
Faking a smile to cover my lies 
Waking up every morning, without having slept 
Remembering the secrets I have kept 
Going around all day as if it’s fine 
Laughing those laughs which are never really mine 
Hanging with people who don’t really care 
Yes, so many people but this pain no one would share 
I’m feeling so much that I feel empty  
Surrounded by people, but from the heart there is no one I can see 
Walking back home with a broken heart 
Wishing an end for this story that start 
And reaching back, with a thousand things to say 
But everyone has already walked away 
I looked around 
I wanted to disappear, but actually I wanted to be found 
And then again, curling up in bed, hoping my heart, never again beats 
But this pain never goes, this pain just repeats 
But, now again, the nights are here to hear me screams  
And the mirrors waiting to steal my dreams 
The pillow is ready to be drowned  
And the scars are waiting to be found 
The pain is waiting to roll down my cheeks 
And then come out as shrieks 
But who dose care; no one is here to see 
No one to notice what loneliness dose to me 
Solitude is bliss, but loneliness a curse 



Cause solitude comes from self and loneliness from others 
And they say to live you need water, food and air 
But ask my murdered heart who has got everything but love and care 
Loneliness doesn’t really have a colour; it’s like a black hole inside 
Or perhaps a place where I could hide 
Don’t say you were there, because you left me alone 
Don’t say you brought tape, because my heart was still torn  
My heart that is broke now can’t be made 
The smiles that covered the pain, have started to fade 
You’ll not know how I’m being killed from inside 
You’ll not know how many tears I’ve cried 
You won’t know how bad you hurt me 
I’ll never let you know I’m lonely 
It’s not my fault you didn’t hear my cries 
If only you would have read my eyes. 
But I’m never alone, I’m just lonely 
Cause loneliness is always with me. 

-Rishita Pamecha (IX-B) 
 

A eulogy on my Grandmother 
  
I believe that every person in, in their own unique way, creates a legacy in their lifetime by which others 
can live long after that person has left us. For those of us who remain, Nani has truly created a legacy to 
uphold and fulfill in our daily lives.  
  
Above all, My nani is a figure of unconditional love. Love was the major fabric by which she created her 
tapestry of life. In the raising of her own children, the teachings of her grandchildren 
  
At just over 4 feet tall, she was the kind of woman that you saw on the street and knew to move out of 
her way. Her demeanor was strict, her hands tied with thick blue veins, crisscrossing over her thin, frail 
fingers. 
I remember holding her hands as a child, how delicate and soft they seemed and yet that never made 
them seem any less worn or sturdy. Her hands told stories of different times, of different worlds and 
hardships. She had grown up worlds away from me, in a different land, at a different time, in an era and 
a life that I would never know. 
  
The only way to get hurt in this life is to care. Grandma cared more than most, loved more than most 
and was made to suffer more than most because of just how much she cared. 
But no matter how many times she was knocked down or made to endure things that no one should, 
she just kept coming back; caring more and loving more—opening herself up to even more pain. Yet 
there were never any complaints or bitterness—it was the only way she knew how to live. 

 -Shivam Khurana (XI – B)  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 



Proud to be an Indian 
 
 

Everyone says that they’re proud to be Indians. But when I ask them, why? They say, because of India’s 
culture, the citizens and the respect that they have towards their religions. 
But, with the increasing number of crimes, thefts and rapes; happening in India today, I am not proud of 
my India. 
Dharma ke peeche marne ke liye tayyaar hai, lekin asli dharma ka matlab nahi pata hai. 
Dharma ke liye jaan de sakte hai aur le bhi sakte hai, magar yeh dharma banaya kisne? Yeh to socho. 
Banaya bhi humne hai, bhugat bhi hum rahe hai. 
Dharma ke naam pe ladai-jhagde, khoon-kharabi ho rahe hain; aur jinki jaane jaa rahi hai, unka kya? 
Kya unke maa-baap nahi? 
Kya unke biwi-bacche nahi? 
Yeh insaaniyat nahi, Bedardi hai, Zulm hai, Shetaani hai! 
 
Now, if I ask you- Are you proud to be an Indian? Would you not reconsider your answer? 
 
Supposedly, we are a democratic republic, jahan humare kaale ya gore hone par discrimination na ho, 
aur tumhare Pakistani ya Chinese hone par koi tumhe judge na kare… 
Magar, agar yeh nahi toh aur kya ho raha hai Bharat mei?  
 
Ek taraf log Sita, Lakshmi, Durga aur Sarasvati ko poojte hai, aur doosri taraf, auraton ka balaatkar karte 
hai. Kya tum in auraton ko bhagwaan nahi maante the? Biology aur Maths seekhna is not real education, 
Real education is knowing about your country and its condition.  
Aankhen khol ke dekho, ki kya ho raha hai! 
Jis ladki ko poojte ho, ussi ka rape karte ho?  
But, of course, ‘Humaara Bharat Mahaan’ 

-Mannat Kathuria (X-B) 
 

Past Is Always Beautiful 
 
It is not easy for me to say if I miss my past or not, because ‘Now’ is too good for ‘Then’ to be missed. 
Congratulations aplenty to the youth of today who seem to have arrived. Self-congratulations also for 
the same as some credit must be given to ‘us’ as well.  
We do remember a lot of good things of our gone-by era, particularly its music which we can still enjoy, 
thanks to the technological advancements. 
I miss Raj Kapoor, his face, his smile, his movies and above all, his super-heroine Nargis. This is no 
detraction of present-day actors and movies. 
What I miss most, however, of those years is the lyricism in our life then, which has paled now, almost 
unrecognisably. Without plugging our ears, we could still tap our feet to the rhythm of life, with our 
without music in the air. 
But the most recognisable loss of the by-gone era, for me, is the clear air and clean environment and 
most of the movements either done by cycling or on foot. 
Equally missing are the political leaders of yesteryears, like it or not. 
Must be said also of take-aways basketful when it comes to learning from the youth of today. Their 
resourcefulness, their capacity for hard work and their vast knowledge – all without which we couldn’t 
have progressed beyond 2+2=4.  

-Tavishi Panda (X-B) 
 
 

 



Message in a Bottle 
 
Captain Mcdill Mcnil was looking for a crew member. He found a talking parrot and named it “Polly”.  
One day when parrot Polly was enjoying the cool breeze on the sea shore, he found a message in a 
bottle. He took t to his Captain. When Captain opened the bottle, he was surprised to see a map in it. 
The ship “Buggy” immediately set course and captain Mcdill ordered, “Full speed ahead”. “Aye aye 
captain!”, said his crew and they sailed forward. Then they checked the map and they were right there 
in the “X”. They needed a submarine. “Buggy” magically turned into one. The treasure was in front of 
them. The pirates were surprised to see the sea creatures guarding it. Captain Mcdill said, “Mannies I 
have a plan”. “Crew, go in the water”. The crew went out and distracted the fishes with a fake gold coin. 
The animals followed the crew.  
Captain Mcdill and parrot Polly used the anchor of the ship to grab the treasure. The captain shouted, 
“Crew, come back. The treasure is ours now”. 
The animals were surprised upon coming back. Treasure box was no more at its place. The sea king blue 
whale requested the pirates to return their treasure. He said, “It has special balls which keep the sea 
clean and maintain balance to avoid twisters and storms. If the balls are not there, our homes would get 
destroyed.” Captain Mcdill was in no mood to listen. As “Buggy” moved, the sea started behaving 
strangely. They saw a twister approaching them. 
Captain Mcdill realized his mistake and apologized to the king blue whale. The treasure was back at its 
rock and the sea was calm as ever. 

 -Reyansh Sehrawat (II-B) 
 

My Park 
 
 
I love the park, 

Where we play & play till dark, 

Where the cute dogs bark, 

We go on the swings, 

The bird flutter their wings, 

We go on the slide, 

On the merry go round we ride, 

I go on the monkey bar, 

We run so far. 

We play hide and seek, 

Sometimes, our bottles leak 

On the see saw we go up and down, 

Sometimes we have a frown 

We climb high on the rope, 

We also crack some jokes, 

The park is so much fun 

We come back and have a bun 

-Amaira Patial (II – A) 

  



 

 
 
 



The Spark of a Unicorn’s Horn 

  
  

Once there was a Unicorn, colourful and bright 

  

She had a crystal magical horn, from which she made light 

  

But poor little Unicorn didn’t have any friends 

  

Just a dark, rude one who takes but never lends 

  

One magical morning, her horn got a spark 

  

When she looked out of her window, she found her in a beautiful landmark 

  

Where she saw rainbows and mermaids and fairies all around  

  

And some kind of creatures that made a wonderful sound  

  

There she met some nice Unicorns who became her best friends  

  

And lived her magical life with people who take as well as lend 

  

Now she lived in a mysterious yet magical landmark  

  

All because her horn got a spark!! 

-Yuvika Tripathi (IV-A) 
 
 

जादुई छड़ी 

 

एक बार ककसी  शहर  में  एक  लड़की रहती  थी |  उसका  नाम  राजकिका  था | एक  किन  िो  पाठशाला  से  लौट  रही  थी | रास्त ेमें 

उसको एक  छड़ी  पड़ी  हुई  किखाई  िी |  िो  उसे  आश्चर्य से  िखेती  रही |  घर पहुुँच कर गलती से छड़ी उसकी गकुड़र्ा को छू गर्ी, 

और गकुड़र्ा बोलने लगी | राजकिका डर गर्ी | र्ह बात उसने अपनी माुँ को बतार्ी | माुँ को इस बात पर कबल्कुल भी किश्वास नहीं हुआ 

| राजकिका ने माुँ के सामने किर से गकुड़र्ा को स्पशय करार्ी, लकेकन इस बार गकुड़र्ा कुछ नहीं बोली | उसकी माुँ हुँस कर रसोई में खाना 

पकान ेचली गर्ी | राजकिका ने छड़ी को तोड़ने की कोकशश की, लेककन छड़ी गार्ब हो गर्ी | राजकिका कई किनों तक आश्चर्य में रही |  

 

-मायशा असद (V-A) 

 

 

हमारी भाषा 

 

ऐसी िैसी बोली नहीं 

कहन्ि की र्ह भाषा ह ै

आकज कहिंिसु्तानी होन ेकी 

कहिंिी तो पररभाषा ह ै

 

हर राज्र् की बोली अनोखी 

हर सिंस्कृकत की इसमें कमले परछाई िं 

कही उिूय का प्रभाि इस पर 



तो कही मराठी बिंबैय्र्ा इसमें समाई 
 

लखनउ की तहजीब कही 

तो कही हररर्ाणा की खड़ी बोली 

कहिंिी जहाुँ जहाुँ पर गई 

बस िही की हो ली 

 

अखिंड भारत का प्रतीक 

एकता की अकभलाषा ह ै

आकज कहिंिसु्तानी होन ेकी 

कहिंिी तो पररभाषा ह ै

 
-सत्यजीत (V-B) 

 

I read so I read anywhere 
 
I read so I read anywhere, 
On a street, on a wooden chair. 
I could read on a boat, 
I could read with a goat. 
Because I love the magical world 
 
In fresh misty morning hours, 
When I wake up, I sigh, 
And when I don’t read, my spirit shall die. 
I brush my teeth, eager to reach my bookshelf, 
To get into the mystical world with a girl living all by herself. 
 
I suddenly was wearing robes and slipped on a ring, 
I drank the magic potions, 
I fought with a dragon, and defeated a king. 
I dived into the kingdom of mermaids in the ocean, 
With the loyalty, with the love and the devotion. 
 
I finished the book and everything was the same, 
I was out of my robes, 
And I realized that ‘oh, out I came’. 
 
I will read in a train, 
I will read in the rain, 
I read so I read anywhere! 
 

-Riya Singh 

 


